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On top of the world,  
in Arctic Norway, 

THE ULTIMATE TOURIST DESTINATION

Here, furthest north in Europe, an unusual, exclusive centre for international tourists is planned, inspired by earth 
houses, fishing huts and coastal culture from past times' immaculate lives among Sea Sami and other hard-barked 

people at the shores of some of the world’s most hash waters. These people often slept under their boats when 
fishing and catching, and we have symbolised this through glass boats lying on the roofs of seven planned earth 

houses.

Top modern glass construction and engineering combined with powerful history! In total, 42 exclusive suites will 
be built, letting the northern lights, the rough landscapes and the ever changing weather come extremely close. In 
addition, there will be developed a common, circle shaped  yard for activities, restaurant, bar, spa, sauna and more. 

And in the middle of the yard, a big lavvo (Sami tent) made of glass!  
Mysterious, romantic and exotic -  

On top of the World!
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WHERE ELEGANCE MEET WILDERNESS

Northern lights above Eidegården



Background
Architect Aage Myhre has 40 years of experience  within  Architecture and urban 
planning. M.Sc. of Civil Engineering, Department of Architecture from NTH/
NTNU Trondheim, Norway.Originally from the island of Senja in northern Norway, 
with sea Sámi grandparents from Gamvik, further north, he has great respect for 
distinctive historical traditions in the field of construction and architecture in this 
area. Unfortunately, much of this understanding was lost when Northern Norway 
was rebuilt after the WW2, but through this project he will help to recover some 
of what is lost. Respect for nature and surroundings, yard formation and proper 
protection against wind and weather, are among his trademarks as he now seeks 
to help reproduce the good Northern Norwegian architecture while working on 
modern functionality and spectacular use of glass to pull nature, northern lights, 
and different weather conditions as close as possible.

The distance from Akkarfjord to Eidegarden is about 1 km A speedboat  trip from Hammerfest takes 30 minutes



Eidegården before the houses were burnt by the Germans in 1944. 



Boat-shaped buildings are inspired by Sami farms, hunting huts and contemporary glass architecture



Life is not measured by the breaths we take, but by the 
moments that take our breath away  

Spectacular houses that relate to landscape and natural phenomena - clearly historically anchored 

My suggestion is to look for inspiration and examples from the tradition of earth and log houses, with peat on the roof, in 
combination with modern glass architecture, which allows the landscape and weather to come close to the residents. Tradition in 

innovative thinking. 

Eidegården can become a landmark and a magnificent tourist attraction in the Arctic.



The Coastal architecture 

It is my hope and goal for the project that the long 
tradition of the Finnmark coast was highlighted and 

clarified. I often think of my own Sea Sami 
grandfather and the others who roam and sail back 

and forth the long 800 km from the Nordkyn 
peninsula to Lofoten for fishing. During their stay, 

they slept under their boats ... 
This and many other stories are something we can 

be proud of, and as tourists as well as residents can 
hear and see symbolised at the seaside at 

Eidegården. Such stories mark our own anchoring to 
this area.



Plan for the area



A distinct round yard formation 

Throughout the centuries yards have been typical of Norwegian and 
Northern Norwegian architecture. The yard will protect against wind and 
weather while making the space between the buildings much more attractive 
as part of a building environment. The outside area becomes as important as 
the interior spaces. 

At Eidegården, the courtyard consists of existing barns and farmhouses, a 
windscreen 'hedge' of robust shrubs, and two buildings with three living 
units in each. 

I also see a glass lavvo as a meeting place for residents for dining and 
common experience of northern lights and other weather / nature 
phenomena. The lavvo associates spectacular glass architecture together 
with our Sami traditions. 

A common barbecue and fire-pan will also be included in the yard 
environment, so the stay outdoors will be an interesting and good 
experience for tourists and others. The yard can also be a meeting place for 
storytelling about Sea Sami culture. 

An old Sami courtyard



The marina at Eidegården will be exclusive and provide a nice shelter from the sea outside. It will also be sought 
after for visiting seafarers from all over the world. Simply the place you want to be or come to if you own a boat!



The marina will be a beautiful, wave-free sea-oasis.

Two molos will be built, which will make good protection for the boats. There will also be room for a guest harbour. 
The pier on the left will act as an appealing promenade for romantic evening walks, or a fishing spot, if you like, 

while the other pier will be equipped with all technical facilities needed to serve both residents and visiting boaters. 
A beautiful, wave-free sea oasis with many important features!



21 holiday homes with 2 units in each - great suites in both 1st and 2nd floor

Holiday homes are inspired by turf, with grass / glass on the roof and grassy banks on the short sides. Parking and shed on the other side of the road. 
Below is an example of exclusive holiday home with three units. Each of the units has two floors, with beautiful suites on each floor. The suites are 
separated by doors but can also be used as one unit with living room in the 1st floor and bedroom on the 2nd floor by simply opening the doors.



1. ENTRANCE 3. TV 5. BED (SOFA) 7. FIRE PLACE 9. KITCHEN 11. LAUNDRY - WARDROBE - TECH UNDER STAIRS 12. MOUND

2. BATHROOM 4. WORK 6. CURTAIN 8. LIVING ROOM 10. SLIDING DOORS 13. TERRACE

The building body is inspired by boats, traditional Sami house, fishing and hunting cabins. At each end there is an up to one meter high grass 
mound that helps to make the buildings into natural elements interwoven in a rolling landscape. There are terraces around the entire building. The 

suites on the 1st floor have a small kitchen, dining area with glass sliding doors facing a sea-view terrace, and a bedroom that one with the help of a 
curtain can close or open as an integral part of the suite. The bed can be normal king size or a sofa bed that is set up during the daytime. Clothes 

storage, washing machine / other technically under the stairs to the 2nd floor. Floor to ceiling windows facing terrace / view.

1. Floor 



1. GRASS ROOF 2. BATHROOM 3. WORKPLACE/KITCHEN 4. FIRE PLACE 5. GLASS SLIDING DOOR 6. ROOF TERRACES

2. Floor

The second floor is designed as a vaulted boat - in glass! Here you can go to bed and watch the northern lights play in full splendor. If you open the 
glass sliding door to the roof terrace, you can also feel it all directly on body and soul ... 

The suites on the 2nd floor have a small kitchen, dining area with glass sliding doors onto the roof terrace, and a bedroom one can close or open 
with a curtain. The bed can be normal king size or a sofa bed that is set up during the daytime. Floor to ceiling windows facing terrace / view.



Holiday homes with 3 units. Facade towards the sea

Facade towards road / entrance

































SURROUNDINGS / ACTIVITIES

Eidegarden is located 2 km from the active parish Akkarfjord, north on Sørøya. Akkarfjord has about 80 residents, shop, fish 
factory, school, express boat / ferry quay, and two camels! The village is the starting point for a well known hiking destinations 
north on the island, and also either starting- og ending location for a 80 kilometer hiking trail along the entire island, Norways 
4th largest. 



Eidegården property is more than 6 km2 large; mountains, valleys, lakes, hunting areas and one of Western Finnmark longest 
and finest sandy beaches; Storsanden (The Large sand), more than1 km shoreline. A total of about 3.5 km beach/coastline on 
the whole property.  

Excellent opportunities for both marine and freshwater fishing in the area; cod, halibut, trout . Snowmobile tracks and hiking 
routes starts from the farm; miles and miles of wilderness.



EXPERIENCE THE ARCTIC LIGHT IN NATURAL SILENCEPICK BERRIES AND HUNT IN THE VALLEYS AND MOUNTAINS

ENJOY THE BEACH AND THE SAND DUNES BEHIND



STAY COMFORTABLE IN THE BIG NATURE EXPLORE THE SMALL THINGS

HIKE OR FISH IN THE NEAR SURROUNDINGS AND ENJOY THE WILDLIFE



For many months every year, Sørøya is 
dressed in white, which provides many 
opportunities for activity; skiing, kiting, 
snowmobiling along marked trails, and 
fishing you can do all year, - the best time is 
from January to April. This is also the best 
season to experience the wonderful 
Northern Lights, a phenomenon that has 
contributed greatly to the increased winter 
tourism in Arctic in recent years.



The entrance to the barn restaurant is from the barn bridge. The roof rack where the entrance is, and 
still will be, will have a glass ceiling, and a corresponding glass rack will be built on the other side of 

the barn.

Restaurant / banquet facilities on the barn



It can also be used as a culture barn and for meetings / conferences
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